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NEW QUESTION: 1
The mirrored-stripe file system of the N8500 clustered NAS
storage systems is ideal for scenarios that require high data
security and read/write performance. Which of the following is
the major technical feature of the mirrored-stripe file system?
A. Data is stored in sequence on data disks that compose the
file system.
B. Data is stored in an interlaced manner on multiple data
disks that compose the file system.
C. Data is mirrored and then striped, as in RAID 10.
D. Data is striped and then mirrored, as in RAID 01.
Answer: D
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
SIMULATION
Overview
The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section,
you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While
most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a
live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste,
ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible
by design.
Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated
in the lab. In other words, it doesn't matter how you
accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will
earn credit for that task.
Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than

one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you
would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your
time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the
lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.
Please note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next
button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.
To start the lab
You may start the lab by clicking the Next button.
Your company plans to store several documents on a public
website.
You need to create a container named bios that will host the
documents in the storagelod8095859 storage account. The
solution must ensure anonymous access and must ensure that
users can browse folders in the container.
What should you do from the Azure portal?
A. See below explanation
Answer: A
Explanation:
Azure portal create public container
To create a container in the Azure portal, follow these steps:
Step 1. Navigate to your new storage account in the Azure
portal.
Step 2. In the left menu for the storage account, scroll to the
lob service section, then select Blobs.
Select the + Container button.
Type a name for your new container: bios
Set the level of public access to the container: Select
anonymous access.
Step 3. Select OK to create the container.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-qu
ickstart-blobs-portal

NEW QUESTION: 4
A storage administrator has 20 TB of storage provisioned to
their ESXi cluster from a 10 TB XtremIO storage array. The
administrator is concerned about running out of physical
capacity on the XtremIO.
Which recommendation will assist the administrator?
A. Enable VAAI TPSTUN
B. Increase the compression ratio on the XtremIO
C. Disable VAAI XCOPY
D. Thick provisioned eager zero all VM virtual disks
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
TPSTUN is a VAAI primitive that enables the array to notify
vSphere when a LUN is running out of space due to thin
provisioning over-commit. The command causes suspending all
virtual machines on that LUN.

XtremIO supports this VAAI primitive.
Incorrect Answers:
C: The XtremIO features for VAAI support include:
Clone Blocks/Full Copy/XCOPY
Used for copying or migrating data within the same physical
array (VMware term:
HardwareAcceleratedMove).
On XtremIO, this allows VM cloning to take place almost
instantaneously, without affecting user I/O on active VMs.
D: The XtremIO features for VAAI support include: Zero
Blocks/Write Same Used for zeroing-out disk regions (VMware
term: HardwareAcceleratedInit).
This feature provides accelerated volume formatting.
References:
https://itzikr.wordpress.com/2015/12/16/host-configuration-forvmware-vsphere-on-emc- xtremio/
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